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Abstract 
Two-sided micro-structures on windowpanes have been developed for redirecting sunlight into the depth of rooms in order to improve 
daylighting. In a joint research project comprehensive sunlighting-systems for windows are developed, integrating micro-structures in 
triple-glass units. The fixed units redirect sunlight to the ceiling and the depth of the room, avoiding glare. The system works for all 
solar altitudes and therefore can be applied in locations of all latitudes and climate zones. The study compares the energy efficiency of 
the sunlighting system in different locations. The performance of the sunlighting system has been simulated by tools like DiaLux and 
tested by measurements. Based on these validated data, a simplified design tool for early design stages is developed. It uses sun-path 
diagrams to define the annual hours of direct sunlight on windows in the main orientations (N, E, S, and W). This theoretical figure is 
corrected by the realistic percentage of sunshine hours taking into account the annual time of covered sky of typical climatic regions. 
Resulting actual hours of insolation (and light redirection) for the main window orientations are defined for a variation of latitudes and 
climates. Examples of typical office rooms located in latitudes between 0° and 60° and climates with varying cloudiness are used to 
demonstrate the sunlighting potential. The annual hours of sufficient lighting under clear sky conditions range between 700 and 1900. 
Resulting savings in lighting energy allow for the return of an investment of 50 to 100 €/m² glazing within 2 years for certain assumptions. 
The additional costs for the light redirecting micro-structures in the glass are not likely to exceed this range. 

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by solarlits.com. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 

 

1. Introduction
Consumption of electrical energy for room lighting can be reduced 
by daylighting systems redirecting direct sunlight to a reflective 
ceiling and the depth of the room [1-9]. Artificial light can be 
dimmed or switched off for large room areas during periods of 
insolation on windows, while solar heat gains and glare are 
avoided [10,11]. No direct glare can occur as the micro-structured 
components for sunlight redirection are fixed in the upper window 
area above eye level (Fig. 1). A solar protective coating on the 
glass unit reflects the infrared spectrum and transmits only the 
visible spectrum in a selective manner [12]. Because of the micro-
structure, the light redirecting glass unit in the upper window area 
cannot be looked through in contrast to the lower window area. 
For the lower part of the window, any kind of conventional solar 
protection can be applied, like shading systems or solar protective 
glazing. 

 Prototypes of these micro-structured window components have 
been manufactured, measured, and monitored under natural 

conditions in test rooms of the Fraunhofer IBP in Stuttgart, 
Germany [12]. 

The vertical redirection of sunlight, which works without 
tracking for a large range of solar altitudes, is integrated as a pane 
with microstructures on both surfaces in the centre of a triple glass 
unit. It is protected against deposit of dust and physical impact in 
the gap between the outer panes (Fig. 2). In order to avoid hard 
contrasts of illuminance the vertically redirected sunlight is spread 
horizontally by a structure on the inner surface of the glass unit 
(surface 6). 

The vertical redirection, consisting of a 3 mm thick acrylic or 
glass plate with a microstructure on each surface, is shown in Fig. 
3. Facing the sun there are micro lenses focusing the sunlight 
inside the plate and spreading the light rays vertically over a wide 
angular range. On the opposite surface prisms, redirect the light to 
the ceiling by total inner reflection and refraction. 

The horizontal spreading of light is caused by the room-facing 
sinusoidal structure (surface 6) of the glass pane (Fig. 3). It was 
developed and manufactured for this purpose by the glass partner 
of the research consortium [12,13]. 
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Depending on the task (location, window orientation, and 
resulting solar altitude) as well as the manufacturing technology 
of micro-structures, different solutions have been developed for 
the vertical redirection. Hot-embossing and UV-embossing of 
PMMA has been applied by the partners of the research 
consortium [12] in order to achieve a variety of solutions. The 
objective was to develop micro-structures for a maximum range 
of solar altitudes, which can be applied in many different 
geographic latitudes and in different climates, from temperate to 
tropical. Figure 4 shows simulated results of the optimization 
process with high efficiencies for sunlight redirection for solar 
heights from 15° to 70°. As the light reflection at the glass surface 
is increasing with the angle of incidence, a tilted sunligting 
component will improve the efficiency for solar altitudes >70° 
(Fig. 5). If solar altitudes <15° can cause glare, e.g. in high-rise 
buildings, suitable measures for glare avoidance will be applied. 

The magnitude of energy savings by sunlighting in different 
geographic latitudes is a crucial requirement for the early building 
design phases. According to the new European Energy 
Perfomance in Buildings Directive (EPBD 2018/844) [14], 
daylight must be considered. Moreover, the new international 
standard for daylighting, CEN EN 17037, Daylight of Buildings 
[15], defines recommendations of daylight provision as well as 
calculation methods of their assessment. Target illuminances of 
300, 500, and 750 lx can be calculated by validated software for 
Daylight factors [16,17] or for illuminance levels using climate 
data for a given site and an adequate time step [18-20]. As the 
Daylight factor is based on covered sky conditions, the method 
using climate data is applied for daylighting by direct sunlight 
(clear sky conditions). 

There are several simulation tools available for this task, like 
RADIANCE, TRNSYS, RELUX, and DiaLux, the last of which 

  
      (a)                          (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Principle of redirecting solar light from the upper window area to a reflecting ceiling and deep into the room. Solar protection in the lower window area, e.g. 
shading or glass coating. (b) Prototypes in test-room of Fraunhofer IBP, Stuttgart. 
 

  

      (a)                (b) 
Fig. 2. (a) and (b) Integration of redirecting structures in triple glass unit. Vertical redirection by micro-structures on surface 3 and 4. Horizontal light spreading by a 
structure on surface 6. 
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was used in this project to calculate the daylight provision for 
varying architectural designs, locations, and time steps. This 
dynamic simulation tool requires detailed input data, which are 
available in the later design stages of the building. For the early 
design stage, a simplified estimation can be made by the 
methodology of sun-path diagrams, offering a graphic information 
about the potential of sunlighting for the months and daytimes of 
the year. A comparison of different latitudes is possible and 
optimal window orientations can be recommended [21]. 

Concluding the introduction, the main purposes of the work 
were: 
• Optical and manufacturing optimization of microstructures 

for sunlight redirecting systems 
• Integration of microstructures in window glazing systems 

and examples of architecture  
• Performance tests in laboratory and test rooms under 

natural conditions 
• Calculation of daylighting performance and energy savings 

for examples of architecture and geographical location, 
including simplified tools for early design stages. 

 
2. Methodology and results 
2.1. Insolation of windows according to sun-path diagrams 

The annual hours of direct sunlight on windows with specific 
orientations can be defined by sun-path diagrams. They map the 
sky dome over a circular chart (polar). The position and path of 
the sun is projected onto the diagram at different times of the year, 
shown by 12 date lines for a particular day of each month and by 

   

   (a)                     (b) 
Fig. 3. (a) Vertical section with function principle of vertical sunlight redirecting pane with micro-structures on both surfaces [12]. (b) Horizontal section with 
horizontal spreading of light by sinusoidal structure of glass pane (surface 6). 
 

 
Fig. 4. Optimization of sunlight redirection. Relative transmission of sunlight to the ceiling and to the floor over angle of incidence, i.e. solar altitude [12]. 

 
Fig. 5. Tilted sunlighting component improves light redirection for solar altitude 
> 70° [13]. 
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hour lines indicating the day time. Web based sun-path tools can 
be used [22]. 

Examples of sun-path diagrams for the latitudes of 50° N and 0° 
are given in Figs. 6 and 7. They show the sunlighting potential for 
different window orientations. Solar altitudes are considered from 
> 10°, because of shading effects of buildings in the neighborhood. 
Vertical and horizontal angles of light incidence >80° are 
neglected because of high reflection losses by the window glass. 

In most geographical locations only three window orientations 
allow for sunlighting, but in equatorial locations four orientations 
can be utilized. A building at the equator with north-/ south-
orientation of windows, e.g., has a total sunlighting potential of 2 
x 1,530 h/a = 3,060 h/a compared to 2,827 h/a at 50° latitude. In 
addition, a building with east-/west-facing windows has a total 
sunlighting potential of 2 x 1,795 h/a = 3,590 h/a at the equator 
compared to 2 x 1,645 h/a = 3,290 h/a at 50° latitude. 
 

   
      (a)                                                  (b) 

Fig. 6. Sun-path diagrams [22] with potential of annual redirection of sunlight for geographical latitude of 50° N. (a) south-facing windows (2,827 h/a). (b) west- (east-) 
facing windows (1,645 h/a). 

 

   
      (a)                                                  (b) 

Fig. 7. Sun-path diagrams [22] with potential of annual redirection of sunlight for geographical latitude of 0°. (a) south- (north-) facing windows (1,530 h/a). (b) west- 
(east-) facing windows (1,795 h/a). 
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2.2. Realistic insolation considering cloudiness of climatic 
regions 
A survey of the sunlighting potential of four different latitudes, 
based on sun-path diagrams, is given in Table 1. It shows a 
realistic estimate of sunlighting hours beside the theoretical one, 
taking into account the cloudiness for exemplary climatic regions 
by sunny percentage of annual daylight hours. The measured data 
are not available in one general source and were selected from 
local climate sources, e.g. Current Results, Singapore [23]. The 
overview in Table 1 demonstrates, that sunlight redirection can be 
applied advantageously in geographical latitudes from 0° to 60° 

and under varying cloudiness. For equatorial regions, the 
sunlighting hours for north- and south-facing windows of a 
building can be cumulated in contrast to other locations. 

 
2.3. Illuminance and energy saving in sunlit rooms   
The illumination of rooms by redirected sunlight can be calculated 
for defined solar positions at a specific time of the year and day 
[20]. Simulation tools like DIALux or RELUX use bi-
directionally measured data [18] of sunlight redirecting systems. 

The development of advanced light directing structures in the 
TaLED project made it necessary to test the viability of all 

Table 1. Theoretical and realistic hours of sunlight redirection for latitudes, orientations, and exemplary locations. 
Latitude 
(approximately) 

Theoretical insolation for window 
orientations 

Realistic insolation for exemplary climates 

 north/south east/west location, country sunny % of daylight hours 
[23] 

north/south 
windows  

east/west 
windows 

0° 1,530 h/a  
 

1,795 h/a Singapore, SG 45.4% 695 h/a 815 h/a 

Kampala, UG 54.9% 840 h/a 985 h/a 
24° 2,427 h/a 1,684 h/a Hong Kong, HK 44.8% 1,087 h/a 754 h/a 

Alice Springs, AU 78.9% 1,915 h/a 1,329 h/a 
50° 2,827 h/a 1,645 h/a London, UK 33.3% 941 h/a 548 h/a 

Berlin, DE 39.7% 1,122 h/a 653 h/a 
60° 2,438 h/a 1,342 h/a Stockholm, SE 45.0% 1,097 h/a 604 h/a 

Anchorage, US 45.4% 1,107 h/a 609 h/a 

 

 
(a) 

  
                         (b)                                               (c) 

Fig. 8. (a) Measured micro-structure and simulated light transmission distribution. (b) and (c) Example for UV-embossing technology [12]. 
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simulation results by measurements [12]. The following steps of 
validation have been carried out: 
• Geometry and roughness of the microstructure samples, 

manufactured in hot and UV-embossing technology 
according to the design, were measured microscopically 
and rebuilt digitally. 

• Light transmittance distribution was simulated for the 
realistically rebuilt samples and compared with the original 
design results. If necessary, proposals for optimization 
were given to the manufacturers (Fig. 8). 

• Measurement of main luminous parameters for optimized 
samples: light transmittance (integrating sphere) and 
bidirectional transmittance distribution function 
(goniophotometer). BTDF data is transferred to LDT 
format. 

• LDT data is imported to simulation programme DIALux. 
Room illumination by sunlight redirecting system for 
different geographic locations, window orientations, and 
points in time: Luminance and illuminance on room 
surfaces (Fig. 9) are modeled. In addition, the annual 
daylight autonomy or relative exposure to light can be 
modelled by using the software tool “CFS Express”. 

• Luminous parameters in test rooms under natural daylight 
conditions are measured (comparison of room with 
sunlighting system and reference room with conventional 
window (Fig. 10)). 

The validation of performance by tests and detailed simulations 
included studies for different architectural applications. They have 
shown that sunlighting systems can illuminate classrooms, 
shopping centers, and workshops up to a depth of 10 m from the 
windows, depending on the height of room and windows. Other 
architectural applications are high and narrow rooms like atria 

 
Fig. 9. Illustrating simulated illuminance distribution in office room with south-facing windows for different vertical and horizontal angles of sunlight incidence. Latitude 
and day of the year are (a-c) 0° Dec. 21st (d-f) 20° N Sept. 21st, and (g-i) 51° N Sept. 21st. Daytime and angles of sunlight incident (verticle and horizontal) on south facing 
window are (a) Vert. 28°, Horiz. 17° at 8:00, (b) Vert. 67°, Horiz. 0° at 12:00, (c) Vert. 28°, Horiz. -63° at 16:00, (d) Vert. 26°, Horiz. 80° at 8:00, (e) Vert. 71°, Horiz. 
0° at 12:00, (f) Vert. 28°, Horiz. -80° at 16:00, (g) Vert. 16°, Horiz. 66° at 8:00, (h) Vert. 40°, Horiz. 0° at 12:00, and (i) Vert. 19°, Horiz. -66° at 16:00. 
Room dimensions are l×w×h = 5 m×4.8 m×3 m and window height is 0.5 m. [12]. 
 
Table 2. Examples of energy savings and investments for sunlighting systems for office- or class-room, 7 m×7 m, 3 m high, south-facing, redirecting window area 3.5 
m². Artificial lighting of 10W/m² was installed. Energy price of 0.20 €/kWh is estimated. 

Location, country, 
approximate latitude 

Annual  
sunlighting hours 

Annual lighting energy saving Max. costs per window area for a  
2-year return of investment 

  Energy Running costs  
London, UK, 50° 941 h/a 461 kWh/a 92 €/a 53 €/m² 
Alice Springs, AU, 24° 1,915 h/a 938 kWh/a 188 €/a 107 €/m² 
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sunlit by skylights [24]. The examples demonstrate that the 
illuminance by sunlighting is sufficient in nearly all situations with 
insolation on the windows, i.e. latitudes from 0° to 51°, seasons 
from winter to summer and daytimes from morning to afternoon. 
The mean horizontal illuminance mostly is higher than 
recommended by international standards: 300 lx to 500 lx for 
indoor workplaces according to EN 12464-1 [23]. This means that 
the artificial lighting system is switched off by the automatic 
control, and electricity is saved. In addition, the visual 
performance and the quality of lighting are improved. 

Based on the detailed simulations by DiaLux, a tool that can be 
applied in the later design stages, a simple tool for the early design 
stages was developed to estimate the annual hours of sufficient 
sunlighting. The methodology uses insolation hours of window 
orientations from sunpath diagrams and statistical cloudiness of 
climate zones. 

The energy savings for lighting can be derived from the 
sunlighting hours, assuming that conventional windows with 
activated solar control systems make artificial lighting necessary. 
Depending on the wattage of the lighting system, e.g. 10 W/m² for 
LED lighting, the energy savings can be calculated according to 
Table 2. The energy savings for lighting are economical (2 years 
return of investment is assumed realistic) and the improved 
lighting quality will increase work efficiency of occupants. 
 
3. Conclusions 
Micro-optical structures for sunlight redirection can be applied in 
a wide range of latitudes from the equator (0°) up to 60° N and S. 
Sun-path diagrams are a simple tool to estimate the annual time of 
utilization, especially in combination with cloudiness of climatic 
regions and resulting sunny percentage of daylight hours. 
Significant energy savings for artificial lighting can be achieved. 
The quality of room illumination is increased by the daylight 
spectrum and high illuminances well beyond standard minimum 
performance. The current research project [12] will provide 
optimized micro-structures to be manufactured in hot- or UV-
embossing technology. Large-scale production and wide range of 
geographic applicability will reduce the unit costs and increase the 
economy of energy saving. Work efficiency of occupants is 
increased additionally by better lighting. 
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